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Wishing all our readers a very happy, productive and academically rewarding 2017. The year 2016 was very exciting
for all of us as GRFDT organised two international conferences. The first conference was on Migration, Diaspora and
Development during February 2016. The second conference
was titled ‘Global migration: rethinking skills, knowledge and
culture’ on 26-27 November, 2016. The theme resonated the
international concerns, norms and complexities related to
global migration. However, deeper analyses inspired a more
coherent and synchronized approach based on acquiring
skills, gaining knowledge and cultural acquaintance. Therefore, the theme addressed two distinct but intrinsically related phenomenon of international migration and internal migration. From this vantage point, the conference was not a
mere congregation, but a journey embarking upon approaches to address issues of concerns related to ‘glocal’ migration.
The conference began with the inauguration session discussing the timeliness and salience of this conference. Keynote
address was delivered by Professor Emeritus, R. K. Jain. He
aptly delineated the dialectic underpinnings of nation and
trans-nation in the diasporic geopolitical context.
This conference foregathered scholars, experts and officials
from across the globe making the discussion manifold and
diverse resulting inseveral sub-themes on literature, language, media, culture, remittances, ethnicity and identity,
integration and assimilation issues among others. The twoday international conference was concluded by a valedictory
session enriched by the presence of Prof. T Marimuthu, Prof.
Kamala Ganesh and Mr. John Mathew Chandy John.
This issue of Roots and Routes covers a brief overview of the
conference, keynote speech and valedictory address. Surely
the reading will be interesting!

Email: editor@grfdt.com
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GRFDT Activities
Global Migration: Rethinking Skills, Knowledge and Culture
Highlights of the Conference

International Conference on “Global Migration: Rethinking

immigration & integration policies, diaspora diplomacy,

Skills, Knowledge and Culture” organised by the Global

remittances, skills, knowledge, literature and media,

Research Forum on Diaspora and Transnationalism

issues

(GRFDT) at India International Centre, New Delhi, 26-27

multiculturalism, gender and so on and so forth.

November 2016.

The planning of the Conference was initiated a year ago.

This has been an exciting conference that brought

With an overwhelming response from the scholars all

together

academicians,

around the world, this conference is the second

researchers and key officials from India and abroad on a

international conference organised by the GRFDT this

most timely topic of common interest: that is, Global

year, the first being the International Conference on

Migration. The theme of this event reflected the growing

“Migration, Diaspora and Development” conducted on 20-

recognition of the need of having enriching academic

21 February 2016.

discourse on areas as diverse as international and

The first day of this conference, 26th November 2016,

internal

Saturday, began with the Inauguration Ceremony. Diksha

as

many

migration,

as

130

diaspora

experts,

and

transnationalism,

related

to

culture,

identity,

ethnicity,
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Jha, Member of GRFDT welcomed the distinguished

and deliberations on migration and diaspora has to be

guests and participants to the Conference, followed by

based on sustained and long term fieldwork in specific

the Introduction to the Conference given by Dr. M. Ma-

localities and with the forging of cultural and social inti-

halingam, President, GRFDT. He outlined in detail the

macy with the informants. To asserted that the self-

structure and format of the conference and the rationale

evident truths projected by the media should be ques-

of organising this conference on ‘rethinking various as-

tioned.

pects of Global Migration including Skills, Knowledge and
Culture’. He had also briefed about the GRFDT, its vision,
objectives and various activities it has conducted so far
as well as those in the pipeline.
Inaugural Address was delivered by eminent and internationally acclaimedscholar S. Irudaya Rajan, Professor,
Centre for Development Studies, Trivandrum, Kerala.
Prof. Rajan has talked about the living and working conditions of Indian immigrants around the globe with a spe-

Afterwards, Rajiv Mishra, Member of GRFDT proposed the
Vote of Thanks, which was then followed by a Group
Photo Session and High Tea.
The academic presentations began with parallel sessions
conducted in Lecture Hall 1 and 2 on topics pertaining to
the larger conference theme. The conference consisted of
6 such parallel sessions. Each presentation was followed
by the Q & A Session.

cific focus to the gulf migrants. Being an expert in Migra-

Parallel session 1. consisted of presentations on 2. major

tion and Diaspora Studies, he talked about the discrimi-

themes - Identity and Citizenship in the Emerging World

nation the migrants are facing in their destination coun-

and Rethinking Skills, Knowledge and Entrepreneurship.

tries in much detail and asserted in his inaugural address

There were 6 diverse yet connected presentations in the

that implementing skill certificate will improve the condi-

session on Identity and Citizenship in the Emerging World

tion of migrants in distant lands.

–on the dilemma of identity and the meaning that ‘home’

Guest Speaker of the Conference was Prof. Binod Khadria, JNU, New Delhi. Prof. Khadria offered a policy perspective and discussed elaborately the trend of prolific
restrictive regimes around the globe, be it be fortified
Europe, US visa regime or the recent accounts from the
West Asian regions. Increasing visa regime worldwide is
worrisome, he said.
Keynote Speech was delivered by eminent scholar Professor R.K. Jain, formerly at CSSS, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi. He delivered an intensely thought provoking speech on “The Dialectic of a Nation and Transnation in Diasporic Geopolitics.” Looking at the dialectic
between the nation-state and the transnational and the
debate around the merits & demerits as well as the complementarity between both, he made it loud and clear
from an anthropological perspective that the geo-political
frame is significant. He also reiterated that the analysis

has for immigrants on the middle-class professional frontier heritage migrants who have moved to contemporary
India from Canada, the US, the EU and how have they
navigated the issues of identity, language and creating a
feeling of belonging in the rapidly globalizing urban landscape of India which is their new home. Also, a presentation on the functioning of ethnic enterprises in Malaysia
as well as the lobbying strategies of the Mexican Diaspora
living in US to influence the US political system and also
on the shifting paradigm of studying migration from a
restrictive meaning of diaspora to a sustained and incisive
methodology of monologues, first-person narratives and
other innovative devices that can shed light to the issues
of alienation, rootlessness, or loss of identity in the social
process of migration. A cross-cultural research on African
Diaspora Missiology in the USA with special reference to
the concepts like Joy, Happiness, and Wellbeing and how
4
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phenomenal way was indeed an eye-opener.

Netherlands in their process of settlement and integration

Similarly, the topics covered in the session on Rethinking

to the host society; a case study of Mon People in Thai-

Skills, Knowledge and Entrepreneurship were on diaspora

land and their “Bifocal” relationships with homeland. Il-

business and entrepreneurship. There were presentations

lustration of stand-up comedy as an indicator of changing

on technology adoption by the Indian state for facilitating

cultural aspirations of South Asian Diaspora in North

the safe migration and support services to the Indian Di-

America as well as on the sexuality and gender dimension

aspora as well as on the technology transfer in the devel-

of Indian Diaspora in Caribbean offered a refreshing in-

oping world; the role of ICT in facilitating the migrants

sight into the need for placing them within the larger

from Gandhinagar city to undertake their journey abroad;

framework of feminist discourse.

the emigration of Rajasthani knowledge workers to the

The parallel session 2 was thus concluded with interac-

US; the phenomenon of inter and intra-country migration

tions over high tea.

among the Nepali youth as a response to conflict, political
instability and transition in Nepal and the logics and consequences of return migration in general.
Parallel Session 1 was successfully concluded with extended discussions and networking by the side of lunch
arranged by the GRFDT.
Parallel session 2 was on the themes - Diplomacy and
Diaspora Policy and Indian Diaspora: Contested Discourses. Both the sessions had 7 presentations each. The areas elaborated were on how Indian and African immigrant
academics construct and negotiate their identities, influence and got influenced by the power relations within the
academic world of a South African university; on the
community formation among the Indian expatriates in the
Persian Gulf through the activities of several Indian associations, especially cultural performances organised regu-

The focal themes of the parallel session 3 were Migration
and Diaspora Literature and Migration and Development.
Session on Migration and Diaspora Literature had papers
on Malaysian diaspora literature in English, Reading of
Jumpa Lahiri’s writing, Amitav Ghosh’s Sea of Poppies
and The Circle of Reason, Agha Shahid Ali’s The Veiled
Suite. Yet another paper examined the quest for ‘Home’
in the poetry of Meena Alexander and Sujata Bhatt and
how they reclaim and reconstruct their imaginary homelands through the poetic medium. Two novels - the Ismat
Chugtai’s Lifting the Veil and H.M. Naqvi’s Home Boy
were analysed to delve into the peripheries of the mind
and soul of being a Pakistani. Also, diaspora cinema in Fiji
was analysed with special reference to the movie GharPardesh.

larly; the representation of a new imagined diaspora in

The day’s programme was ended on a high note with a

the mainstream Bollywood cinema post-1990 liberalisa-

Plenary Session on “New World of Migration: Economic,

tion India; the soft power potentials of Indian diaspora in

Political and Cultural Challenges”. Prof. Vijay Agnew

the United States and its implications upon India-US Rela-

chaired the session and Prof. Brij Maharaj, Dr. Sandhya

tions. The paper on Uganda’s experience of immigrants'

Rao Mehta, Tan. Sri Prof. T. Marimuthu, Prof. José de

in the political and economic arenas and another on the

Jesús López Almejo and Dr. Melissa Tandiwe Myambo

Italian approach to the political inclusion of its transna-

participated in the discussions.

tional community offered us the policy makers’ perspec-

Day 2: 27/11/2016 started with academic presentations.

tive on the whole issue of the electoral participation of
emigrants in their home country. This is a pertinent policy
issue that India has interest on. Other relevant areas covered were the experience of the Dutch Hindostani’s in the

The focal themes of the parallel sessions 4 & 5were Gender, Migration and Diaspora and Revisiting Migrants and
Refugee. Each sessions had 7/8 presentations. Papers are
5
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presented on issues around gendered narratives of the

population.

Indian diaspora, diaspora representation in Gurinder

The academic sessions were concluded with interactions

Chaddha’s films as well as the literary analysis of Maha-

over high tea. Thus, the 2 days conference came to a

bharata in terms of globalisation and migration. There

close with the Valedictory Session.

were papers present on the remittance impact on gender

Migration (both internal and international) has be-

dynamics. Yet another issue dealt was impact of philan-

come

thropic remittance on the Gujarati villages, remittance

nomic as well as policy question for both developing

and economic growth in Kyrgystan as well as on Indian

and developed countries. The conference emphasised

economy. Session on Migrants and Refugee had presen-

that the urgent need for interdisciplinary and intersection-

tations on partition refugee, communal diaspora in Delhi,

al engagement among the scholars who have an interest

Bangladesi immigrants in Assam, 2016 elections of the

in migration and diaspora studies. The dialogue at this

Tibetan diaspora as well as undocumented migrants, xen-

conference was crucial and served as an opportunity to

ophobia and violence, human trafficking, role of NGOs

advance research, programs, policy and practice in the

and internal migration.

field of migration and diaspora studies. The agenda of

Parallel Session 5 was successfully concluded with ex-

this conference was to understand the dynamics and pro-

tended discussions and networking by the side of lunch

vide academic and policy input to deal with the changes

arranged by the GRFDT.

that is happening in the global demographic, political and

Parallel session 6 was the last session which was on the

economic scenario like never before.Not just that, as the

themes - Diaspora and International Politics and Contes-

saying goes, “knowledgeable people know a lot of facts

tation and Conflicts. The session comprised of presenta-

and possess a lot of information, but the most established

tions on Hinduism in South Asia, naturalisation policy and

ones also know a lot of people.”The conference provided

international law, terrorism and racial profiling in the US

a valuable networking opportunity to the scholars working

and Canada and most importantly, legal perspective on

in the field of migration and diaspora studies and set the

the voting rights in India to its NRIs. Session on Contes-

stage for further cooperation among the stakeholders.

an increasingly

significant social, political, eco-

tation and Conflicts comprised of themes cultural, religious, ethnic identities and conflicts in the Muslim Diaspora, the social evils Indians practicing and a social security

Report by Dr. Divya Balan, Member, GRFDT

perspective on the rehabilitation of the partition displaced

06
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Keynote by Prof. R.K. Jain
Global Migration

The Dialectic of Nation and Trans-nation in Diasporic Geopolitics
Introduction
I wish to delineate the geopolitical context of skills,
knowledge and cultural transfers and exchanges in global
migration. The salience of global migration and the diffusion as well as the organization of the exchange and
transference of skills, knowledge and culture is evident in
the range of contributions—themes and perspectives—to
be presented in this conference. The papers deal with
migration and development; multi-cultural locations; literary exegeses; interfaces, integration and conflicts; regional configurations; questions of identity; and diplomatic as well as policy issues.
The dialectic between transnational and the nation-state
settings is at the heart of the geo-political frame in which
our analyses and deliberations can be framed. Specifically, the debate is between the proponents of those who
see global diasporic processes crossing nation-state
boundaries in a sui generis manner and those—political
scientists and nationalists in the main—who advocate, for
reasons that they are able to enunciate logically, the return to the nation-state boundaries in a more or less
‘United Nations’universe of discourse. I discern that historians and literary scholars—proponents of the humanities
in the main—belong to the transnational camp and hardnosed social scientists, especially those with a vision of
political economy, subscribe to the nation-state persuasion. What are the relative merits and demerits of the two
visions? And is there a justifiable complementarity between them as a compass for our deliberations? This is
the only issue that I will broach in my address.
The nation-state
To undertake the task at hand, I analyze, in the words of
Wimmer and Glick-Schiller (2002: 30), “how the concept
of the nation-state has and still does influence past and
current thinking in the social sciences, including our
thinking about transnational migration”. Our authors discuss this topic critically in a universe of discourse designated as “methodological- nationalism” in the social sciences. Before coming to methodological nationalism,
however, I would pin-point certain empirical instances
where the nation-state framework looms large in our
thinking about transnationalism and globalization.
Let me look at some of the topics that would be discussed in this conference. On a rough count, some seventy to eighty per cent of the papers are centrally located
in the context of a nation-state (e.g., India, Uganda, Iran,
Malaysia, Bangladesh, and the USA etc.) or in the international relations between these nations. Thus the papers

discuss, for example, Bangladeshi immigrants in India,
Gujarati migrants in the USA, Keralite and Punjabi migrants transnationally, the Rajasthanis in USA etc. In
other words, either roots migration from geographicalcum-linguistic regions of a nation-state or emigrants,
including refugees, between nation-states constitute the
context of global migration and diaspora. Unless one
examines the analytical framework of these contributions
it would be difficult to say what proportion of these
presentations is biased in the direction of what Wimmer
and Glick-Schiller designate as “methodological nationalism”. This bias refers to those analyses which fall into the
trap of a “container model” of the nation-state, hence
reducing transnationalist phenomena to a literal relationship between and amongst nation-states. In the extant
literature on Indian diaspora there are salutary examples
where an awareness of such a trap and the side-stepping
of literal internationalism are in evidence. Axel’s (2001)
multi-sited ethnography of the Sikh diaspora, Eisenlohr’s
(2007) analysis of Indian” ancestral culture”in a sui gene-

ris
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localized socio-economic dynamics in Mauritius, Hanson’s
(2012) observations on in situ mediations, away from any
necessary nexus with developments in contemporary India, among Indian diasporics in Durban, South Africa, and
Willford’s (2006) interpretation of Tamil religiosity in Malaysia are instances where a reference of diasporic “ Indian” culture back to India in “real time” has been transcended in a transnationalist (rather than an internationalist) analytical frame. The latest academic contribution in
this direction is Amrith’s (2013) environmentalist-cumtransnationalist interpretation of historical migrations
across the Bay of Bengal, to which I will come again in
detail a little later.
Transnationalist analysis
What is this “transnationalist” analytical frame? How has
it evolved? What are some of its insights in contemporary
works? Is there a danger of certain transnationalist analyses covertly falling into a biased “methodological internationalism” trap? How may one reformulate the discourse of global migration, diaspora and transnationalism
from an anthropological vantage point? (In posing this
last question, I have in mind analogically, the Wittgenstinian perspective (an anthropological way of doing Economics where you do not only “look” but “see”) on global
migration.
The beginnings of a transnationalist perspective may be
traced to a relatively politically aseptic cultural ecological
viewpoint in human geography. An early example of its
use is found in the concept of plantation as a “settlement
institution”. To quote its founding father (Thompson
1986:2; see also Thompson 1957, 1959), “plantation becomes migration and the planting of people, and the
place planted becomes a plantation”. The term
“plantation” in the original sense had reference not to a
landed estate but to the “whole process of migration and
settlement... The early use of the term corresponded to
the Dutch term Volk-Planting.”The earliest human component on a typical plantation, for example in Malaya, consisted of immigrants—planters, supervisors and labourers.
The only indigenous factor was the tract of land they
jointly worked and inhabited. It was the way in which
these people incorporated their statuses and purposes
into the land that gave rise to characteristic social relationships among them, The estate (plantation) became a
stratified social grouping (see Jain 1970: xix).
In anthropology “the cultural ecological hypothesis”(Steward 1936) was formulated in the study of hunting bands that later germinated in the study of plantation
and peasant communities in Puerto Rico (Steward et.al.,
1956). It also formed the theoretical basis of Thompson’s
idea of plantation as a settlement institution. The concept
of cultural ecology proved seminal in that both the terms
“culture” and ecology” subsequently found an interrelationship in the integrated and interpretative studies of
evolutionary human behaviour (see Geertz 1973; Fox
1975; Bateson 1987). In contemporary social science the-

orizing as well as in popular usage the term” ecosystem”
designates the culture and environment of any organization, ranging from the civic and the local (e.g., a municipality) to the cosmopolitan and the trans- local (e.g., a
multinational corporation: see Garsten 2003).
The methodological infusion of the conceptual vocabulary
of the “nation”(nationality, nationalism, internationalism,
etc.) into the cultural ecological hypothesis is of relatively
recent vintage. One may legitimately claim its original
usage to be transnational in the sense that its locational
parameters then were unbounded by what has been discussed as the “container model” of the nation-state. This
is precisely its methodological nexus where environmental
history approaches (Amrith 2013) and of “continuous histories” (Subrahmaniyam 1997) converge with anthropological analyses of transnationalism ( e.g., Appadurai
1997). There is a difference, however, between the historians’ usages of the concept of culture and that of contemporary anthropologists. And a similar difference in
usage pertains to the infusion of the nation-state context
in anthropological texts and in certain political science
writings.
Cultural
study

ecology

and

transnationalism-a

case

Rather than review the whole gamut of transnationalist
studies of global migration to bring out their focus on cultural ecology, let me take up Amrith’s study, Crossing the
Bay of Bengal: The Furies of Nature and the Fortunes of
Migrants, (Harvard University Press, 2013). The environmentalist persuasion and, hence, ecological history is pronounced in this approach. In ecology, the sea (waters)
assumes an important role. The ecological interplay between the sea-shores and the hinterlands (the littoral) is
characterized by repeated human crossings of the ocean
and the progressive reclaiming of lands beyond the seashores through cultivation and building construction. Nature and human endeavour are thus seen as global factors in migration and its consequences. The story of famines and fluctuations of natural factors in sea-routes
(wind directions and storms) are built into the historical
narrative. Ecological regions are thus conceptualized and
reinvented in a novel way recalling Braudel’s studies of
the Mediterranean, Subrahmaniyam’s of the Indian Ocean
and earlier studies of the Bay of Bengal itself by historians like Chris Baker and others . In thus reconstructing
the eco-history of the terrain, particularly of south and
southeast Asia, Amrith subsumes , in a sense, the currents of colonialism and imperialism within cultural ecology. Based on such a perspective, the countries of south
8
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and southeast Asia in Amrith’s book—India, Sri Lanka,
Myanmar, Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand, Cambodia, Vietnam, Laos and the Philippines—constitute a continuous
region for a circulatory flow of ideas, goods, and people.
Finally, up until the installation of the nation-state idea
and its jural-political constraints following the period of
the World Wars, the Bay of Bengal remained a cultural
ecological region in the above sense. The aftermath of
the wars saw the “loss”, through its partial eclipse into
newly constituted nation-states, of the Bay of Bengal ecoregion as an” imagined community.”
The ecological frame in the above redaction of cultural
ecology may not be disputed (though there are sceptics
who would want detailed scientific proofs for assertions
like the “rising” of ocean waters (Amrith, Chapter 8) similar to doubts concerning climate change and global
warming, but here I shall let it pass). But the anthropologist is within his disciplinary rights to interrogate its usage
of the concept of culture. I begin with a clarification. Michael Herzfeld (2013: 110), writing about political- science culturalists, such as Samuel Huntington (1996),
says, “The culturalists’ view is that you cannot understand
a political process, especially in international relations,
without taking culture into account. But what they actually take into account is ‘cultures’—finitely bounded entities
that look far more like the creations of 19th century nationalist ideologues or early anthropologists than the fluid
processes that today’s anthropologists usually study.” In
a similar vein, the anthropologist Frederick Barth (1994)
has written that his concept of culture is characterised as
continuous rather than discontinuous; it is wrought by
variation and flux; it is contested rather than being assumed to be homogenous; and, finally, though culture
was seen mainly as a boundary-making mechanism (in
relation to ethnic groups), its content was not altogether
unimportant. With particular reference to the cartography
of diaspora, Avatar Brah (1996: 234) defines culture
comprehensively as “the play of signifying practices; the
idiom in which social meaning is constituted, appropriated, contested and transformed; the space where the entanglement of subjectivity, identity and politics is performed. Culture is essentially process... (The) emphasis
on process draws attention to the reiterative performance
constitutive of that which is constructed as custom, tradition, or value.” (Author’s italics)
While speaking of cultural syncretism among Hindus,
Muslims, Christians and Buddhists in the Bay of Bengal
eco-region of south and southeast Asia, Amrith basically
glosses over many aspects of the continuous and processual nature of culture, of contestations within the cultural
flow (culture with a capital “C”) and veers close to a
somewhat simplistic view of “live and let live” paradigm of
coexistence among cultures especially in the pre World
War era but continuing to this day. As to the content of
multiple cultures in the region, Amrith confines his entire
discourse of accommodation to religion and spirituality
(sample the examples of local Christianity p. 179; local
Hinduism p.280; local Islam and Buddhism also p. 280).

Cultural ecology and levels of politics
It is true that besides religion and spirituality Amrith is
able to configure financial and trading exchanges among
the diverse ethnic groups in the eco-region, but where is
the political power equation in his cultural configuration?
He does tackle this question also at the end of the book
but, as we shall see, in a global context of environmentally defined geo-political scenario. There is, nevertheless, a
more proximate context: that of the nation-state building
process in diasporic situations of diverse locations where
the power equations are played out. To return to the Bay
of Bengal eco-region currently in the throes of countrywise nation-building processes, ethnic groups are mutually engaged in power games that can be analysed in
Gramsci’s terms as “transformist hegemony” (Gramsci
1971; Williams 1989). To take the Malaysian example,
each ethnic minority (e.g., the Chinese and the Indians)
to speak nothing of the ethnic majority (the Malays as
bumiputeras) are proud possessers of their cultural heritage. But the ethnic minorities in relation to the politically
dominant ruling ethnic majority face a dilemma. If they
adhere exclusively to their cultural moorings and behaviour, they are looked down upon by the dominant ethnic
majority as a potential fifth column in the polity. Yet they
are expected to make a contribution to the common patrimony of the nation-state controlled by the ruling majority. If, then, they proceed to homogenize with the culture
of the majority, they suffer ridicule by others and in their
own eyes as lackeys hanging on to the coat-tails of their
alien superiors/oppressors. This, then, is the predicament of diasporic ethnic minorities in the nation-state
building process and it lays behind many an inter-ethnic
conflict. There is no allusion to this dilemma or similar
contestations in Amrith’s account.
Here there is a double whammy, however. The nationstates of the Bay of Bengal eco-region with all their patterns of dominance and inter-ethnic conflicts are subordinate to yet bigger power-games in the Indian Ocean/
South China Sea/the Pacific Ocean arena—those between
the U.S. , China and India. Amrith is sensitive to this environmentally defined context while by-passing, as we have
seen, the cultural politics of nation building processes in
the eco-region. That our author’s sights are all focussed
on the grand global vision of the U.S. administration is
evidenced when he cites with approval and approbation
the U.S. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton’s statement
made in Chennai in July 2011 (Amrith 2013: 251). Hillary
Clinton extolled the port city of Chennai to discuss India’s
leadership in the region to its east not only in the historic
past but even today. “Today the stretch of sea from the
9
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Indian Ocean to the Pacific contains the world’s most vibrant trade and energy routes, linking economies and
driving growth”, she said. Amrith adds, “The Bay’s position as a stretch of sea from the Indian Ocean to the Pacific puts it once again at the heart of global history”.
Ironically, several parts of that very city of Chennai faced
a grave threat of ecological disaster in August 2016!
Conclusion
The message loud and clear to the students of diaspora
and transnationalism is that whether we stress ecology or
political economy or both, we must ground global theories in empirical instances while avoiding the pitfalls not
only of methodological nationalism but of an insidious
methodological internationalism as well. (See for a timely
warning in relation to freewheeling globalization analyses,
Favell 2001) For transnationalist analysis to trump both
methodological nationalism and internationalism, the human ecosystems—peoples and their environments, natural and man- made—as also the observers of these systems, would have to be conceived as moving targets subject to the vagaries of geo-politics.
To end on an anthropological note for research methodology to be adopted in the scenario sketched above, it
would seem that sustained and long-term fieldwork in
specific localities that are part of national and international arenas may provide an answer. What one anthropologist (Herzfeld 2013) describes as cultural and social intimacy of and with the informants may hold a clue to discommoding the obvious or self-evident truths publicised
by the powers-that-be and echoed by the media. In so
doing the social responsibility of the anthropologist- ethnographer would be “not so much to speak truth to power, as to speak doubt to truth”. He/she would then be
raising questions about what increasingly powerful media
present as self-evident truths.
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Valedictory Address: John Mathew Chandy John, Entrepreneur, Author and Philanthropist

Indian Diaspora in Kuwait
Indian diaspora is huge running in to tens of millions,
spread across the length and breadth of the entire planet
earth. A small but unique and significant segment of Indian diaspora, consisting of a million people in Kuwait is the
topic selected. Kuwait, though tiny in size is one of the
richest nations in the world. The only national income of
the country is oil which was formed deepbeneath the surface of earth millions of years ago during the physical and
chemical evolution of the planet. Mother earth kept the
secret of this immense wealth buried under the desert till
early decades of 20th century, then the Imperialist powers
continued to keep the secret as the whole world was at
war and they did not want the enemies to put their hand
on the valuable energy reserve. The secret was not revealed to the world till after the completion of the mega
genocide, which we all call as the second Great War. The
outflow of the black gold and inflow of yellow gold in to
Kuwait commenced immediately after. The price of the
liquid black gold peaked from 5 cents in 1950s to almost
a dollar a liter in 2014.Oil exporting Gulf Arab states were
inundated with petro dollars beyond the wildest imagination of any economist.
Put all the luxuries and extravaganzas of Hollywood, Bollywood, London, Paris, New York and Tokyo in a bowl,
mix it thoroughly, add copious quantities of fantasies
from 1000 and one nights, flavour it with expensive Bakhour chips from theHimalayas and let the voluptuous girls
around the world serve it on a solid gold plate, a research
scholar can enjoy the rich taste of the life style of Arabs
living in the metropolises of GCC countries. The streets
and highways are buzzing with the latest models of Ferraris, Lamborghinis, Maserati’s, BMWs, Mercedes’s and Rolls
Royce’s. The rich and elite of these cities do not live in
houses but palaces; they maintain a retinue of servants
to look after their needs, whims and fancies; their kitchens are run by five star Chefs and their shopping trips are
to the most expensive designer boutiques in Paris or Milano or New York. They travel only in first class or private
jets and stay only in the most luxurious hotels in mega
cities. If this is the story of rich and elite in the Gulf Arab
States, the ordinary citizens are really extraordinary,
when compared to the working class around the world;
almost everything including food, electricity, water and
fuel are heavily subsidized, free education at the universities of their choice, free medical aid including treatment
abroad in countries like USA, UK or Europe. They even
get financial support to marry and settle down. Employment and lifelong pension as well asa fat unemployment
allowance are the birthright of all Kuwaitis. Black Gold
and a multinational diaspora created an Utopia for Kuwaitis.

Who are the builders of this Utopia? Dr.A.K.Pasha of JNU
stated in his book that “To a large extent Kuwait is a British creation. In fact it is a byproduct of Imperialism in the
Gulf”. The imperialist companies British Petroleum and
Gulf Oil Corporation of U.S.A together with the Government of Kuwait established a company by the name Kuwait Oil Company which started the exploration, production and export of crude oil from the desert of Kuwait
after theSecond World War. Kuwait was a protectorate of
British Empire at that time and Kuwait’s population in
1946 was 100,000 and in 1950 it crept up to 150,000 as
per the available statistics. Able-bodied men available to
work, leaving women and children out, were only a handful and most of them were traders travelling between
India, Kuwait and Syria and others were sea farers. They
were hardly literate; in short there were no local citizens
to carryout the harsh and most demanding work of installing oil drilling rigs, constructing oil storage tanks and
laying pipelines to transport oil from the well head to
storage tanks and from the storage tanks to the ships. BP
took the responsibility of manning the operation by
11
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importing His Majesty’s subjects from his colony- India.
The Indian expatriates along with a large number of expatriates from other countries had to face very harsh living conditions in the desert; drinking water was brought
from Basra in Iraq using donkeys and camels and hence
even taking bath was a luxury they afforded rarely. They
were living in tents which were constantly at the mercy of
sand storms and desert winds; after a long day’s work
when they returned to their tents their measly belongings
were buried in sand. In summer months, ambient temperature reached 52degrees in shade and in direct sunlight it exceeded 80 degrees. Winter nights were biting
cold at 4 or 5 degrees. One may wonder why a large
number of Indians opted to work in the harsh ambience
of Kuwait. Post second world war conditions in India was
deplorable; the colonial masters depleted Indian resources; food, materials and money was in absolute scarcity, unemployment was rampant and majority of Indians
were in abject poverty. India was still under the cruel
boots of Feudalism. Foreign countries proved to be the
promised Canaan for the famine infested Indians.
Indian Migration to Kuwait
Migration to Kuwait from India to work as guest workers
continued in heaps and bounds and it has reached almost
a million within seven decades and still counting. In earlier period of migration except for a small percentage of
professionals others were nicknamed as ABCs-Ayah-Butler
-Clerk. The hue and composition of Indian diaspora slowly
changed over the last few decades. At present most of
the guest workers coming from India are hard core professionals- engineers, medical doctors, graduate nurses,
chemists, accountants, managers, lawyers and specialists
of every walk of modern professions. Though Kuwaiti citizens nurture a general dislike towards guest workers,
Indians are respected and loved by the Kuwaitis for their
hard work and loyalty.
Indian diaspora in Kuwait played a very significant role in
converting the barren desert in to a modern luxurious
welfare state; let it be exploration, production, marketing
and transportation of crude oil; or filling the city’s skyline
with skyscrapers; or designing, building and operating
huge world class hospitals; or constructing and operating
huge power stations to produce a total output of 12,000
MW and millions of cubic meters of potable water distilled
from sea water or constructing and operating some of the
largest oil refineries and petrochemical complexes or any
similar activities. In service sector the presence of Indian
diaspora is outstanding; smiling polite faces of Indians
can be seen in Malayalee restaurants as well as in the
Board room of a multimillion dollars turnover companies;
the only difference is the restaurant waiter’s attire will be
a Chinese made pants and tee shirt while the company
director will be in a French made Armani 5 piece suite. Lo
and behold; the Indian diaspora in Kuwait remitted in the
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financial year of 2014/15 a whopping sum of $2950 million which is a handsome 4.5 % of the total foreign remittance India received during the year!
Entrepreneurial Success
There are many success stories of Indian entrepreneurs
in Kuwait who used the investor friendly conditions such
as easy bank finance, minimal bureaucracy, lack of taxation, lack of labour strikes and favorable climatic conditions. They became billionaires and multimillionaires during a span of couple of decades. House of Jashanmal is
one of those success stories. The present owner Mr.Tony
Jashanmal’s grandfather started a small business in Iraq
during the First World War and in 1940s his son Mr. Narayan Jashanmal transplanted the business in the soil of
Kuwait and now it is a large chain of stores operating in
all the Gulf countries and the owner is a billionaire according to relevant press reports. During Second World
War a Punjabi gentleman –Om Prakash-started a restaurant for Italian prisoners of war and after the war he
came to Kuwait from Iraq. He realised that the newborn
state needs a reliable supply of uniforms for her soldiers,
policemen, medical staff and school students and ventured in to starting a tailoring business. Today it is a prestigious large business and is managed by his sons. If
these are the war time startup there are hundreds of new
startups. A Malayalee gentleman started a rent-a-car
company in mid-eighties and now the company operates
a fleet of 5,000 cars supported with service workshops.
The huge profits generated by such entrepreneurs are
channeled in to India for investment in their own ventures such as hotels, car dealerships, manufacturing units
and trading companies.
The Crisis
When Saddam Husain of Iraq who posthumously joined
the array of Hitler, Mussolini and Idi Amin, invaded Kuwait in 1990, rendered 2 million people homeless,
170,000 of them were Indian guest workers who were
contributing in a big way in foreign direct remittance to
India. Government of India’s attitude towards those hapless citizens was of apathy and indifference. Selling even
their underclothes they had to earn some money to buy
their way back to India; while Government of India extended only meager namesake assistance for the thousands who supported Indian economy with their sweat in
the desert of Kuwait. The wound inflicted by the Government at that crucial period is still hurting the including
Indian Diaspora but it was denied to them till very recently and now it is granted to them which is a cruel joke. A
humble guest worker earning meager wages in foreign
country must travel all the way to his village and go
through the cumbersome bureaucratic procedures to get
him registered as a bonafide voter and further on the
polling day he must come again from wherever he is, to
exercise his franchise. 99.95% of the Indian diaspora
worldwide who are eligible to exercise their franchise
SEPT-DEC 2016
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cannot afford this luxury. Government of India is treating
the Indian Diaspora with contempt and apathy who is
filling the foreign exchange coffers of India with dollars,
who saved the honour of India in1991. Foreign exchange
reserves of the Government got reduced to such an extent in 1990 that India could barely finance three weeks’
worth of imports which lead the Government to airlift national gold reserves as a pledge to IMF in exchange of a
loan. Indian diaspora opened their valets and funded the
Government to retrieve the pledge. In spite of such many
contributions, voting rights for them is not facilitated in
this era of super cheap IT facilities. This is the height of
ingratitude by a Government to its citizens.
Conclusion
From a handful of thousands of Indian guest workers in
the 40s of the last century today the number has swelled
to 900,000 and counting. Some 30,000 illegal Indians are
also living in Kuwait constantly fearing of getting arrested
at any time; in spite of the efforts of Indian Embassy and
the Government of Kuwait the problem persists. Even
breaking the laws they want to stay back in Kuwait. The
case is repeated in all the wealthy countries as the so
called third world nationals are escaping their countries
and attempting to migrate to greener pastures. Migrants
are breaking the borders created by imperialist and feudal
powers of yester centuries. Border less one world may
not be a pipe dream anymore.
Indian diaspora in Kuwait created a mini India in Kuwait;
over 100 Indian associations, 20 Indian schools, several
Indian hospitals, hundreds of small and medium business
houses, several large companies partially owned and fully
managed by Indians and an array of other activities managed by Indians make a visitor to Kuwait wonder whether
they are in India. Population ratio wise there is almost
one Indian to one Kuwaiti and soon it will tilt in favour of
Indians. Once domestic servants were the majority of
Indians but now they are a minority. The decline in oil
prices and the resultant austerity measures being adopted by the Government is restricting the migration of foreigners to Kuwait, but it is going to several years if not
decades such policies can bear fruit. Kuwait for decades
to come will have to depend on foreign manpower to
keep the country going and Indians will be an important
constituent of expatriates. The government is in the process of diversifying the economy to be not entirely dependent on oil. New business opportunities will emerge
giving opportunities for Indian business houses to invest
in Kuwait. With 100% reliable power and water supply,
excellent roads and highways network, very efficient port
facilities, good public health care systems, strict adherence to law and order and an investor friendly government Kuwait is emerging as an investment destination
and Kuwait will maintain its position as a migration destination. All the rich countries will remain as migration destinations and the diaspora population will swell and swell
till all the borders are broken down and the whole earth
will become a free space where human beings can travel

and live at will. Human race will pay a heavy price to
achieve that goal. This year alone more than 4000 human
beings were drowned in the Mediterranean while they
were trying to migrate from North African borders to European borders and the story is continuing.
________________
John Mathew Chandy John is an Author, Activist, Social Worker, Entrepreneur, Engineer, Philanthropist, Currently active in Organisations in Kuwait; one engaged in
raising funds for the needy in India and the other engaged in teaching Malayalam to school children. Besides,
he Published three Malayalam books; two on Evolution
and the third a novel. Published one novel in English. Currently working on an English novel and a Malayalam novel. Published a large website with audio to teach Malayalam language. Qualified as a Chemical Engineer in 1960
with eligibility to earn CSIR scholarship. Worked in FACT
in Kerala till July 1962 and migrated to Kuwait to work in
state owned Petrochemical Industries. Resigned in 1981
and started an Engineering and Contracting Company in
partnership with Kuwaiti citizens. Presently serving the
same company as the Deputy Chairman. The company
grew in to a major company employing 4000 people.
Started Malayalam Industries Ltd in Kochi, Kerala in 1984,
and the company is engaged in Hospitality, Engineering
and Trading. Started The Medical Engineering company in
Kuwait in 2014 and the company is engaged in Equipping
hospitals. Started MIL Enertech Engineers in 2016 at Kochi in association with two major Engineering companies
in Kuwait who are investing in India. The company is engaged in Engineering Design and Technologies.
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Book Review
Baubock & Faist (eds.) (2010). Diaspora and Transnationalism: Concepts, Theories and

Methods. IMISCOE Research. Amsterdam University Press 2010.

Pp: 352. ISBN:

Diaspora and trans-

identity of Diaspora communities in the host countries.

nationalism are two

The book consists fifteen chapters, organized into three

concepts

which

sections. Over the past decades, the concepts of Diaspora

have become very

and Transnationalism have served as prominent research

popular in the aca-

perspectives exploring the consequences of cross-border

demic as well as

migration. The book broadly deals with the increasing

political discourses.

intensity of international migration, transnational connec-

In the current us-

tions and ethnicity as well as growing discourse interven-

age, both the terms

tion of academicians and policy makers on diverse con-

are used in the re-

cepts, theories and methods to develop the understand-

cent literature inter-

ing on the multi-faceted impacts of Diaspora and transna-

changeably. Howev-

tionalism.

er, these terms con-

The first chapter deals with the conceptual understanding

note

different

of Diaspora and Transnationalism. There has been a wide

meaning and under-

debate over the distinct meaning, scope and status of

standing in the nature, scale and forms. Baubock and

two concepts ie; Diaspora and transnationalism, so as

Faist has critically discussed the similarities and dissimilar-

they are like dance partners in the academic discussion.

ities between the two concepts of Diaspora and Transna-

Thomas Faist has discussed that ‘Diaspora’ represents the

tionalism. They bring scholars together from a wide range

ethnic, religious or national identity of any communities

of academic disciplines to discuss concepts, theories and

living

methodologies used in the cross-border study. This book

‘Transnationalism’ is often refer to migrants’ durable ties

deals with both the concepts of Diaspora and Transna-

across countries-and, more widely, to capture not only

tionalism together while discussing various issues and

communities, but all sorts of social formations, such as

concerns of these fields alongside.

transnationally active networks, groups and organiza-

The book is an edited output of a multidisciplinary confer-

tions.

ence organized by the International Migration, Integration

The debate moves further to discuss the concept of

and Social Cohesion in Europe Research Network

‘Diaspora’ with that of the others such as migration, mi-

(IMISCOE) in 2008. The collection of articles of this book

nority, transnational community and territory of move-

are primarily focus on migration within and to Europe,

ment. In second chapter, Michel Bruneau has tried to ap-

they draw upon case-studies from all continents which

ply the concept of diaspora and transnational societies to

have discussed the transnational flows of people, re-

understand different spatial and temporal processes

sources, ideas and political forces that characterized the

abroad in a better way. The concept of ‘Diaspora’ has

modern world. In addition, the articles put forward the

been complemented under the wide range of ethno-

socio-politico-historical settings of ethnic and cultural

cultural practices of the communities.
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For every member of a diaspora, the cultural inheritance

minology in the migration literature in view of kin sates

such as folklore, cuisine, language, literature, cinema,

and cross-border minorities in their literature. Myra A.

music, the press as well as community life and family

Waterbury tried to explore the diaspora politics in purview

bonds plays significant role in the host country. In the

of state’s role in the global level. In eighth chapter, Maria

territory of host country, the community bond plays an

Koinova has theorized the role of diasporas in world poli-

essential role whereas in the territory of origin, the histo-

tics and argues that how diaspora communities utilize

ry, myths and memory interconnects to the mother-land

democratic discourses. In ninth chapter, Russell King and

and finally, the virtual media and relations provides net-

Anastasia Christou has discussed empirical phenomena of

working with own people in these two different ends. In

‘second generation’ return diaspora and their conceptual

this context, the relevance of local vs. transnational iden-

and theoretical frameworks which are essential for Dias-

tity have become significant to understand how different

pora and Transnationalism. In tenth chapter, Paolo Boc-

transnational formation evolve and change over the

cagni has discussed the meaning of transnationalism and

years. Janine Dahinden argued that transnational for-

based on ethnographic findings, the author has highlight-

mations resulted from a combination of transnational mo-

ed the variable relevant to transnational ties in everyday

bility and locality in the sending or/and receiving coun-

lives of immigrants. He elaborately discussed the private

tries.

as well as public features of immigrants’ transnational

Over the years, Diaspora has emerged as development

action.

actor in the public policy framework. The fourth chapter

The last four chapters (Eleventh, Twelfth, thirteen and

dealt to theorize public policy within European Union to

fourteen) deals with the methodological innovations and

understand the socio-cultural fluidity and identity of

policy framework to study diasporic and transnational

transnational communities. Agnieszka Weinar has dis-

framework empirically. In Eleventh Chapter, Valentina

cussed the functional definitions of Diaspora against the

Mazzucato has explored the simultaneous matched sam-

policy-based indicators that help to set its boundaries

ple (SMS) methodology to study a case ie; Ghana Trans-

within the policy practice. The author has critically exam-

Net research programme to provide additional knowledge

ined the role of Diaspora for the comprehensive policy

of migration. In twelfth chapter, Koen Jonkers examined

framework in the European Union documents. Further,

the specific field of scientific collaboration across interna-

fifth chapter addressed the issues of power and conflict

tional borders that uses ethnic origin and migration expe-

while giving the examples of Peruvians in the USA, Spain

rience as a resource. This chapter also focused on dis-

and Argentina. Karsten Paerregaard argued that how a

cussing a methodological approach that can be used to

transnational community negotiate and engage in con-

study transnational research collaboration. In thirteen

flicts and power struggles and also how they compel to

chapter, Kathrin Kissau and Uwe Hunger has suggested

forge diasporic networks in the host-country.

that the internet could be just such a finely meshed tool

In the sixth Chapter, Nina Glick Schiller critically ad-

which comprehend the migrant network and influence

dressed the methodological nationalism wherein nation-

abroad, and adding more fertile conceptions of diaspora

state is supreme for the diaspora communities in the host

and transnationalism. In fourteen chapter, Laura Morales

-country. She criticized that the national loyalities of citi-

and Laia Jorba contributed to a methodologically sophisti-

zens has been undermined by the state due to failure in

cated understanding of ‘organizational transnationalism’

providing services and social supports in the neo-liberal

through a systematic analysis of the transnational practic-

era. Seventh chapter analyses the usage of diaspora ter-

es of migrants’ organizations in three Spanish cities:
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Barcelona, Madrid and Murcia.

diaspora and so on under the gamut of Diaspora and

In the last fifteenth chapter, Rainer Bauböck has conclud-

transnationalism. The interdisciplinary approach of this

ed the book under the glance of his own discipline of po-

book compares and contrasts the scholarly work of Wil-

litical theory on transnationalism which may clarify the

liam Safran, Steven Vertovec, Ravindra Jain, Arjun Apa-

relation between the two concepts. He argued for the

durai and Robin Cohen etc. which enrich it as more factu-

transnational citizenship and Diasporic to provide alterna-

al and worth reading for the scholars. The strength of

tive interpretation to define Diaspora and transnational-

this book is that it provides in-depth and thoughtful

ism. Based on a wide range of social science disciplines

knowledge in the domain of Diaspora which helps in

namely; sociology, political science, geography, econom-

strengthening conceptual understanding on various issues

ics and anthroplogy, this book touched upon the cross-

of migration, Diaspora and transnationalism. However, it

border processes and societies. The scholars have

has just overlooked a number of issues and challenges of
Diaspora which has utmost importance in Europe such as

suggested methodology which have come from varied

Syrian refugees and Islamic excursion in France. Also, it is

disciplines eg; internet-research from computer and com-

profoundly based on the western European scholastic

munication studies, survey research from sociology and

work which has resulted in sidelining the other migration

economics, network analysis from sociology as well as

related work.

SMS methodology from Computer sciences.
The book has discussed a wide range of issues such as
ethnic conflicts, national identity, entrepreneurship, citizenship, international relations and second generation

Reviewed by Monika Bisht, PhD Scholar, National University

of
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Planning
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Administration

(NUEPA), New Delhi.

Challenging Perspectives on the Indian Diaspora
The Hague, the Netherlands, 5 – 7 October 2017
CALL FOR PAER
The theme of this Global conference will be “Challenging Perspectives on the Indian Diaspora”. We will be
inviting scholars and researchers from all of the world and expect to have participants and presentations
confirmed from Fiji, Mauritius, The Caribbean, India, Netherlands, The USA, UK and Australia. Please find
attached the Call for Papers that is currently being disseminated in various Diaspora networks.
The word Challenging has two meanings. First, Challenging Perspectives, as in new, interesting, intriguing, perspectives. Secondly,Challengingalso refers to engagement, i.e. with current perspectives. So
next to the usual themes as history of indentured labour and the financial potential of diaspora’s we would
invite participants to suggest other perspectives. In both meanings perspectives depart from India and treat
other diaspora societies rather peripheral. We would appreciate perspectives that are less India-centric and
broaden the scope from history and culture to include contemporary topics related to economics, law, politics, arts etc. In the Call for Papers there is a list of potential approaches that people can pick from or add
to.
The deadline for the submission of abstracts is February 1st 2017.
The deadline for the submission of papers is 1st July 2017
For information: Ruben Gowricharn rgow@xs4all.nl Rajendre Khargi secretariat@gcids2017.org
http://www.grfdt.com/EventDetails.aspx?Type=Conferences&TabId=7102
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